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Rapid processing of the meaning of sentences
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It has been shown (Fischler & Bloom, 1979) that sentence contexts facilitate a lexical deci
sion task for words that are highly likely sentence completions and inhibit the decision for
words that are semantically anomalous sentence completions. In the present experiment, the
sentence contexts were presented 1 word at a time, at rates from 4 to 28 words/sec. The
facilitation for words that were likely sentence completions was marginal at the slower rates
and absent at higher rates. In contrast, the inhibitory effects of semantic anomaly were appar
ent at all presentation rates. Several analyses suggested that the sentence contexts were becom
ing ineffective at the very highest presentation rates, but the high rates at which the sentence
contexts still affected word recognition were taken as evidence that semantic information
accrues at an early stage of sentence processing. Implications for Posner and Snyder's (1975)
theory of attention and for models of reading were discussed.

For most literate adults, the various skills involved
in reading are highly overlearned. Years of practice in
visual word recognition, grammatical organization, and
semantic analysis enables the reader to obtain an accu
rate representation of a sentence quite rapidly and with
little apparent effort. The recent theoretical separation of
automatic and attentional processes (LaBerge, 1976;
Posner & Synder, 1975; Schneider & Shiffrin, 1977) has
renewed interest in various aspects of rapid reading skill.
The present paper is concerned with the role of sentence
context on word recognition and, more specifically, is
an extension of a series of experiments reported previ
ously (Fischler & Bloom, 1979), in which we have
attempted to separate the automatic from the more
effortful aspects of how context is used in reading.

Effects of Sentence Contexts
on Word Recognition

Seminal experiments by Morton (1964) and Tulving
and Gold (1963) showed that the semantic context
of a sentence could indeed influence the subsequent
recognition of a word, as measured by visual duration
thresholds for identification. Both studies found a
reduction in threshold for words that were semantically
appropriate and likely completions ofa sentence context,
with less effect as the Cloze probability (Taylor, 1953)
of a word's being a response to the sentence context
declined. For instance, the threshold for the word
COLLISION was uninfluenced by the prior presentation
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of the context, "Three people were killed in a major
highway __," whereas the threshold for the word
ACCIDENT was facilitated. Tulving and Gold (1973)
also found that semantically anomalous test words (e.g.,
COMMUNISM in the above sentence) resulted in sub
stantially higher thresholds.

Semantic priming effects for sentential contexts have
also been demonstrated in the lexical decision task, in
which subjects are required to indicate whether or not
a presented stimulus is a word. Schuberth and Eimas
(1977) showed that, compared with a no-prime control
condition, sentence contexts reduced latencies to
recognize words congruent with the sentence's meaning
and increased latency for words incongruent with this
meaning. A number of subsequent studies have not only
demonstrated both facilitatory and inhibitory effects of
sentence context on word recognition latency (Fischler
& Bloom, 1979; Kleiman, 1977; Stanovich & West,
1979; West &Stanovich, 1978), but have also determined
that the relative amount of inhibition and facilitation
depends on a variety of factors: the grade level (West
& Stanovich, 1978) and skill (Perfetti, Goldman, &
Hogaboam, 1979) of the reader, the speed of recognition
(Stanovich & West, 1979) and nature of the recognition
task (Fischler & Bloom, 1979), and the degree to which
the context provides useful information about the test
word over the experimental session (Fischler & Bloom,
1979).

Distinguishing Automatic and
Attentional Processes

Since reading is a highly practiced skill, it may be that
both the recognition of individual words and the influ
ence of contextual information on word recognition
develop into automatic processes. According to Posner
and Snyder (1975), a process may be automated when
the relation between a stimulus and a particular code or
response is habitual and invariant. An automatic process
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is one that is rapidly induced, proceeds without an
allocation of attentional capacity from a central pro
cessing mechanism, and is not easily modified by the
expectations or strategies of the subject.

Each of these postulated characteristics has led to
experimental procedures for identifying automatic
processes. In the analysis of single-word priming effects
on word recognition (e.g., Meyer & Schvaneveldt, 1971),
the separation of automatic from attentional processes
has been most clearly shown in the work of Neely
(1977). The words used in his experiment were drawn
from three semantic categories (e.g., "Robin" from
"Bird"). A lexical decision stimulus was preceded by
either a word prime or a neutral stimulus (a row of Xs).
The word prime was the name of a category (e.g., Bird).
The subjects' expectations about the relation between
the prime word and possible test words were manipulated.
In the no-shift condition, 80% of the test words on the
word-prime/word-test trials were exemplars of the
prime-word category (e.g., Bird-ROBIN). In the shift
condition, 80% of the test words were exemplars of a
prespecified category other than that represented by
the prime word (e.g., Body-DOOR).

Neely (1977) found that if subjects were given
sufficient time to process the word prime (c. 700 msec),
latencies to words from the more likely category were
facilitated and those to words from the unlikely cate
gory were inhibited, compared with the neutral control.
Thus, in the shift condition, the word prime inhibited
responding to a semantically related but unexpected
word. In contrast, when only 250 msec passed between
presentation of the prime and test words, latencies to
words semantically related to the prime word were
facilitated for both the no-shift and shift conditions.
Latencies to test words unrelated to the prime showed
neither facilitation nor inhibition.

Neely's (1977) experiment demonstrates the pro
cedures commonly used for separating the two kinds
of processes: manipulation of a subject's expectancies,
variation in the time available for processing the context,
and the use of a neutral control condition against which
to assess the relative degree of facilitation and inhibition.

The results of Neely's (1977) experiment suggest that
both automatic and attentional processes could be
influencing the priming effects of single words on lexical
decision time (cf. FiscWer, 1977; Tweedy, Lapinski,&
Schvaneveldt, 1977). According to Posner and Snyder
(1975), the occurrence of facilitation in the absence of
a corresponding inhibition for other events implicates an
automatic process. With only 250 msec to process the
prime word, subjects are unable to direct attention to
the more likely category, and facilitation is limited to
those words automatically activated by the prime word.
At the longer delays, the limited-capacity attentional
system produces facilitation for words from the
expected categories, but at a cost of inhibiting responses
to words from unexpected categories.
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The presence of inhibition along with facilitation in
the effects of sentence contexts on identification thresh
olds (Tulving & Gold, 1963) and on speeded lexical
decision latency (Schuberth & Eimas, 1977) thus suggests
that attentional factors do playa role in the contextual
effects of sentences on word recognition. West and
Stanovich (1978) found that, for adults, facilitation may
be produced without corresponding inhibition, but this
inhibition reappears if the recognition of the test word
itself is slowed by, for example, degrading the visual
input (Stanovich & West, 1979).

In a series of experiments, Fischler and Bloom (1979)
also found evidence for both facilitation and inhibition
of word recognition by prior sentence contexts. Subjects
in the context condition were given a sentence context
to read (e.g., "Most cats see very well at __.") for
2 sec, followed by a lexical decision stimulus. On word
trials, the test word could be a likely completion of the
sentence (NIGHT), an unlikely but sematically accept
able completion (BIRTH), or a semantically anomalous
completion (COURT). A control group saw only a long
row of Xs grouped like the words of a sentence. While
substantial inhibition was observed for semantically
anomalous test words, compared with the control group,
facilitation was observed only for higWy likely words,
given as Cloze completions with a probability greater
than 90%. Latency for unlikely test words that created
semantically acceptable sentences was not significantly
different from that found in the control condition.

One way to apply the Posner and Snyder (1975)
theory to these results is to explain both the inhibition
and the facilitation as the effects of a focusing of atten
tion on possible words that "make sense" of the context.
This would inhibit responding to semantically anomalous
completions. When the probability of any single word's
occurring is low, facilitation on some trials is cancelled
by inhibition on other trials. When the context allows
very accurate prediction, a net facilitation is obtained.

Several problems arise with this interpretation. First,
consider the facilitation for very likely words. The
occurrence of such words during the session was itself an
unlikely event, as it is with average reading materials (see
Perfetti et aI., 1979). It would seem inefficient, then, to
actively anticipate particular words during reading. We
would also expect that if subjects were anticipating
particular words, then when the Cloze probability of a
word was very high, few subjects would anticipate
anything other than the highly likely words, and an
inhibition for acceptable but unlikely words should
be found. However, latency for unlikely words that
followed contexts having higWy likely completions
("dominant" contexts) was not different from either
that of the neutral control or that of the other unlikely
word trials.

Further evidence suggestive of automatic processing
was found in a condition in which subjects were
instructed to "ignore" any relation between the context
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and the test item. Despite these instructions, responses
to highly likely test words were still facilitated. However,
this interpretation assumes that subjects can use such
instructions to control the deployment of attention to
the sentence contexts. But the "ignore" instructions did
not eliminate the inhibition of responses to semantically
anomalous words, as it should have if the direction of
attention in the task were fully under the reader's
control (see also Spencer & Halwes, Note I). The inhibi
tion was eliminated in an additional control condition in
which test words were always anomalous completions of
the context; latency to words in this condition did not
differ from that of the neutral control. Apparently, the
expectations that are produced by sentence contexts are
influenced by the presence or absence of meaningful
completions, but they are not influenced by the sub
jects' intentions alone.

Rapid Presentation of Sentence Contexts
In all of these studies using sentence contexts, sub

jects were given a substantial amount of time to process
the context itself. The duration of the context was
either self-paced (e.g., West & Stanovich, 1978) or
paced such that the context was shown for several
seconds (Fischler & Bloom, 1979). Given the remaining
uncertainty about the extent to which the processing of
sentence contexts can be automatic and given the
previous success of temporal manipulations in separating
auomatic and attentional processes (as in Neely, 1977),
the present study was designed to examine the time
course of sentential facilitation and inhibition of word
recognition by varying the rate of presentation of the
words of the context. We will first review some studies
that suggest that sentences can be processed for meaning
quite rapidly; then we will describe the possible out
comes of the experiment in the context of the Posner
and Snyder (1975) theory.

In an experiment by Cosky and Gough (Note 2), the
time available to read two- and four-word contexts was
limited. Identification of a subsequent masked test word
was compared with a no-context control. Contexts
improved accuracy when presented for 500 msec, but
not when presented for 250 msec. (There were no
semantically anomalous test words used in the study.)
However, the visual angle for the contexts was as great
as 9 deg, which recent work (e.g., Rayner & McConkie,
1976) has shown exceeds the visual angle at which
subjects can get useful information about the identity
of particular words. Moreover, it would be difficult to
scan the words during a 250-msec presentation.

There have been several demonstrations that when
a series of words are presented singly in succession
(referred to as rapid sequential visual presentation, or
RSVP, by Forster, 1970), more words can be reported
from sequences forming sentences than from random
sequences. Jester (1966) reported such differences with
presentation rates as high as 5 words/sec (wps), and

Pfafflin (1974), as high as 10 wps. Using a presentation
rate of 16 wps, Forster and his colleagues found advan
tages in immediate recall for sentences vs. random word
strings (Forster, 1970), for semantically normal vs.
anomalous sentences (Forster & Ryder, 1971), and for
one-clause vs. two-clause sentences (Forster, 1970).

In these RSVP studies, however, the advantages of
sentence structure could be to some extent operative
after presentation, as the subject tries to organize the
sequence into more meaningful units for recall. In fact,
Forster (1970) observed a significant tendency for the
random strings to be reordered by subjects into gram
matical sequences. Mitchell (1979) has also found
effects of postpresentation events on recall of rapidly
presented sentences. Potter, Kroll, and Harris (in press)
found that both the ability to recall an RSVP sentence
and the ability to judge whether a fmal word was plausi
ble given the RSVP context were excellent at 12 wps.
Despite the absence of an effect of sentence length,
which Potter et al. suggest indicates that the meaning
of the context is computed as presented, there were
indications that, as in the above studies, a good deal
of processing occurred at the end of the presentation:
When a series of sentences was presented that formed a
meaningful story, recall was improved by inserting a
short (I-sec) pause between sentences. Second, the
plausibility judgments were rather slow (c. 1,300 msec),
leaving more time for postpresentation factors to influ
ence performance.

The present experiment used the RSVP technique to
present a sentence context at rates varying from 4 wps
to 28 wps to determine the effects of speeded context
on latency to make a lexical decision to a stimulus that
immediately followed the context. The lower bound of
4 wps was chosen because, first, it is close to average
reading speed (250-300 wpm) and, second, it is the
RSVP equivalent, on the average, to the 2-sec pre
sentation of the entire sentence context used by Fischler
and Bloom (1979). The upper bound was set at 28 wps
to correspond to the smallest interval between prime and
test at which we have found a semantic priming effect
for individual word primes (Fischler & Goodman, 1978).
The design and materials used were identical to the
initial experiments of Fischler and Bloom (1979). The
primary purpose of the study was to determine the
particular way in which context ceased to influence
word recognition as the presentation rate increased.

Choice of an Appropriate Control Condition
The cost-benefit analysis introduced by Posner and

Snyder (1975) requires the use of a neutral baseline
against which the effects of a prime can be assessed. The
assessment of facilitation and inhibition will be accurate
only if this neutral condition controls for factors unre
lated to the content of prime and test that may affect
response latency. The two factors of greatest concern are
the alerting properties of the prime and the processing
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Procedure
Subjects were told at the start of the sesssion that the experi

ment involved the reading of sentences under conditions of rapid
presentation and deciding whether or not an item presented

study. Each subject was run individually in a session lasting
about 15 min. Thirty subjects served in each of the eight con
ditions (four presentation rates for both the control and context
groups).

Apparatus
The stimuli were presented on a Super Bee video terminal

controlled by a PDP-8/e computer. Words were displayed in a
white~n-black format, with letters written in a 5 by 7 dot
matrix pattern. Contrast and brightness were adjusted at the
start of the experiment to provide the clearest possible image.
The vertical visual angle was .3 deg and the horizontal visual
angle ranged from .8 to 4.0 deg.

Design
A given subject saw only one of the four presentation rates.

Following Fischler and Bloom (1979), two groups of subjects
were run at each presentation rate. For the context group, each
of the six possible test items for a given sentence was equally
likely to be presented. Each subject was shown each of the
96 sentence contexts once, followed by one of the six possible
test items for each context. Test items were assigned to subjects
randomly without replacement, so each set of six subjects
formed a single replication of items. The order of sentences
was completely randomized for each subject. Identical proce
dures were used for the control group, except that the sentence
contex ts and test items were re-paired so that the test items
would never make sense, given the sentence context (see Fig
ure 1).

CHOES
MANDS
FERMS

NonwordWord

SHOES
HANDS
TERMS

Example of
Sentence Context

She cleaned the dirt from her
He poured himself a glass of

Experimental
Condition

Context
Control

Type of Lexical
Decision Test

Primary (.99 < p < .09)
Unlikely (mean p =.03)
Anomalous (p = .00)

Stimuli
The set of 96 sentences used by Fischler and Bloom (1979)

served as the stimulus materials in the present experiment.
Each sentence context consisted of a short (six- to eight-word)
sentence frame missing the final word, with three possible
corresponding final words. The primary response (PW) was
the word given most often by 100 psychology students in a
Cloze test (see Fischler & Bloom, 1979). The probability of the
primary response (defined as response dominance) ranged from
.99 to .09 in a roughly rectangular distribution, with an average
dominance of .53. The final word could also be a semantically
acceptable but unlikely (mean p = .03) completion of the
sentence (UW, for unlikely words). Finally, the sentence could
be completed by a syntactically acceptable but semantically
anomalous word (AW). Mean length, number of syllables, and
frequency (Kucera & Francis, 1967) were matched across the
three word types. For each of the resulting 288 words, a pro
nounceable nonword was generated (PN, UN, and AN) by
changing a single letter per syllable. A typical context-test set
is shown in Figure 1.

METHOD

Automatic or Attentional
Sentence Processing?

The ability of subjects to process information in
rapidly presented sentences suggests that both the
facilitation for highly likely test words and the inhibi
tion for anomalous test words will be obtained at least at
the slowest presentation rate to be used, 4 wps. This
ability is also suggestive of automatic processing. If the
facilitation is the result of an automatic process, then it
should be present at rates that eliminate the inhibition
produced by anomalous words. Such an automatic
process could be the convergence of activation spreading
from the various content and function words of the
sentence to a small set of possible test words.

On the other hand, if the priming effects of sentence
context require attention, then the inhibition should
persist at rates at least as fast as those at which facili
tation is found. Further, if generating expectancies
about particular words is more demanding than simply
expecting the sentence to make sense, as FiscWer and
Bloom (1979) and Mitchell (1979) suggest, then the
inhibition might actually persist at rates exceeding those
at which the facilitation is eliminated.

demands of the prime. Typically, alerting properties
are controlled by using some "neutral" stimulus such as
a row of Xs as the baseline condition. This does not
control for processing demands, and with primes as
complex as sentences, this baseline may underestimate
"true" neutral latency. The use of sequential presenta
tion of the words of the context also changes the relative
alerting properties of the context and control conditions,
since the synatactic structure of the sentence context
can be used by the subjects to better predict the occur
rence of the test item. As presentation rate increases,
this may result in an overestimation of "true" neutral
latency by the "XX" control.

The present study includes the control condition used
by FiscWer and Bloom (1979), in which sentence
contexts are presented as cues, but test words are
always semantically anomalous completions. This
condition controls for both the alerting and processing
characteristics of sentences. Since the primary purpose
of the study is to determine how presentation rate
influences the context effects observed by Fischler and
Bloom, the control condition is included here merely to
replicate our earlier finding that the latency to accept
able but unlikely test words was identical to control
latency, thus establishing the former as an appropriate
baseline. Subsequent assessment of the benefits of seeing
likely words and costs of seeing anomalous words can
then be based on latency to unlikely words at each pre
sentation rate.

Subjects
Two hundred forty students from the introductory psychol

ogy classes at the University of Florida served as subjects in the
Figure I. Typical sentence contexts and corresponding

lexical decision test items used in the experiment.
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at the end of the sentence was a word. In the context conditions,
it was pointed out that if the test item was a word, it would
usually make sense, given the meaning of the sentence context,
much as it might in normal reading. In the control conditions,
subjects were told that the experiment examined the effects of
atttempting to read a sentence per se on the ability to make the
word-nonword decision. In both cases, the importance of trying
to read the sentence context was stressed, and all subjects
reported that they did attempt to read the contexts. Subjects
were told to make the lexical decision as quickly and accurately
as possible.

On each trial, the start of a sentence context was cued by a
small asterisk, which was shown for .5 sec. The cue, the words
of the sentence context, and the test item were all shown left
justified on the center line of the screen. The words of the
context were shown singly in succession at rates of 4,12,20, or
28 wps. Preliminary inspection of the display revealed that
when the word was displayed until the next item was due to be
presented, common letters in identical positions (e.g., the "a"
in "man was") appeared to remain constant while the other
letters changed. To avoid any potential disruption of word
processing, each word was displayed for only half of the effec
tive presentation interval, and the screen was dark for the
remaining time.

The test item was displayed as the final item in the sequence.
The onset asynchrony of the test item and final context word
was equal to that between any two successive context words.
Thus as rate increased, the time available for sentence processing
decreased equally from the onset of the fust context word to
the onset of the test item. In order to allow discrimination of
context and test, the words of the context were presented in
lowercase, whereas the lexical decision stimulus was shown in
uppercase and remained visible until subjects pressed one of
two response keys at opposite ends of the terminal keyboard.
Half the subjects in each condition were told to respond with
the forefmger of the left hand if the item was a word and with
the forefmger of the right hand if a nonword was presented.
The assignment of responses to keys was reversed for the other
subjects. Three practice trials given at the start of the session
served to familiarize the subjects with the task.

RESULTS

control latencies for unlikely words did not differ from
latencies to these items in the context group at any
presentation rate. This replicates the results of FiscWer
and Bloom (1979) and validates the use of the UW
condition as a within-subjects baseline for assessing
facilitation and inhibition at a particular presentation
rate.

A three-way analysis of variance was performed on
the latencies of the context condition, with presentation
rate as a between-subjects variable and test type (pri
mary, unlikely, and anomalous) and response (word or
nonword) as within-subjects variables. Given the large
sample of items and contexts and the balancing of
various item factors across test type, it seemed unlikely
that any results would be unique to the materials used.
Therefore, the analysis treated subjects as the only
random effect.

The relation between the context and test item had a
significant effect on response latency [F(2,232) = 33.22,
P < .001]. The context effect was apparent for words
but not for nonwords [F(2,232) = 52.70, p < .001] ,
and it was somewhat greater at the lower rates than at
the higher rates [F(6,232) = 4.01, p < .001] . There was
a significant main effect of presentation rate on latency
[F(3,116) =3.08, P < .05], with responses slower for
both words and nonwords at the fastest presentation
rate. Latency for words was substantially faster than
that for nonwords [F(1 ,116) = 241.17, P < .001] , with
the largest difference at the fastest rate [F(3,116) = 3.66,
p < .05] . The three-way interaction was also significant
[F(6,232) = 4.20, P < .001] .

The error rates across the various conditions are also
presented in Table 1. With few exceptions, the error
rates vary directly with latency. No further analysis of
errors was conducted.

The mean latency for correct responses within each Assessment of Facilitation and Inhibition
of the six test conditions was calculated for each subject Using the latency in the UW condition as a baseline,
and was treated as a single observation in the subsequent facilitation and inhibition for the PW and AW conditions
analyses. The mean latency for each of the six conditions can be expressed as difference scores. Relative facilita
across subjects is presented in Table 1 for each of the tion (+) or inhibition (-) is shown for each presentation
four presentation rates. Preliminary analyses showed rate in Table 2. Post hoc Newman-Keuls tests were
that there was no effect of test type in the control performed on the difference scores, with the mean
condition at any presentation rate, so controllatencles square error (MSe) derived by pooling the two MSes
were collapsed across test type in Table 1. In addition, for interactions involving subjects and test type. The

Table 1
Mean Lexical Decision Latency (L) in Milliseconds and Percent Error (E) for Six Types

of Sentence-Completion Stimuli Across Four Presentation Rates

Presentation Rate (in Words per Second)

Words Nonwords

4 12 20 28 4 12 20 28
Type of

Completion L E L E L E L E L E L E L E L E

Primary 669 3.3 644 3.3 668 3.7 739 5.4 821 8.1 795 8.1 816 7.1 927 10.6
Unlikely 696 4.8 678 4.4 679 3.5 732 4.8 823 6.5 829 7.9 804 7.7 894 11.0
Anomalous 776 8.1 788 8.3 722 5.6 791 5.2 804 9.2 799 6.5 792 10.2 936 10.8

Control 725 4.6 678 5.5 706 3.8 683 4.4 837 6.3 783 9.3 882 9.2 835 9.2

Note-In the control condition, the test item was always an anomalous completion of the context.



results of the Newman-Keuls tests are also given in
Table 2.

The pattern of results is quite clear: A small but sig
nificant facilitation for the PW condition was obtained
at 4 and 12 wps; no facilitation was obtained at the two
faster rates. In contrast, a significant inhibition for AW
trials was observed at all presentation rates. The inhibi
tion was smaller at 20 and 28 wps than at 4 and 12 wps.

Effects of Dominance
Latencies for the 12 contexts with the highest domi

nance for the primary responses (mean p = .92) were
compared with the remainder of the contexts for PW
and PN trials, as shown in Table 3. The data from
Fischler and Bloom (1979) are presented for comparison.
In contrast to the substantial advantage for the highly
likely test words vs. other primary test words that was
obtained in the simultaneous-context experiments, the
"high-dominant" test words were never responded to
more quickly than were the other PW words at any
presentation rate. Inclusion of the 12 sentences next
highest in dominance did little to alter this pattern. In
contrast with simultaneous presentation, then, there was
no special advantage of being shown a test word that was
highly likely given the context, even at the slowest rates.

There was a tendency for dominant tests on PN trials
(e.g., "He mailed the letter without a STIMP.") to have
longer latencies and higher error rates than tests for less
dominant contexts, but, oddly, this tendency was
greater at the faster presentation rates. The significance
of this pattern is unclear.
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Sentence Complexity
One factor that should affect the processing demands

of a given sentence context is syntactic complexity. The
sentences were originally designed to include a variety
of sentence structures, but no systematic variation of
linguistic structure was attempted. Therefore, the set of
sentence contexts, completed with the primary response
words, was given to a professor of linguistics at the
University of Florida (Jean Casagrande), who judged
the 12 most and 12 least syntactically complex sen
tences. These are presented in the Appendix. Inspection
of the complex sentences reveals several embedded
clauses, complex verbs (e.g., ''warned''), and inverted
constructions.

Since the facilitation for PW trials was small at the
slower rates and absent at the faster rates, the effects
of sentence complexity were determined by observing
the size of the inhibitory effect for AW trials compared
with the OW trials within the context condition. Mean
response latency for simple vs. complex sentences is
shown in Table 4. A consistent pattern was seen: At 4
and 12 wps, both types of sentences produced substan
tially slower latencies for AW trials than for OW trials.
However, at 20 and particularly at 28 wps, the sim pIe
sentences continued to show this difference, whereas
the inhibition for complex sentences became non
significant at 20 and 28 wps.

Item Associations Between Context and Test
Although the stimulus materials were selected to

avoid high levels of association between the context and

Table 2
Pairwise Comparisons (P) and Results of Newman-Keuls Tests (q) for Each of Four Presentation Rates

Presentation Rate (in Words per Second)

4 12 20 28Type of
Comparison P q P q P q P q

UW-PW +27 2.58t + 34 3.25** +11 1.05 - 7 .67
UW-AW -80 7.66* -110 10.53* --43 4.11 * -59 5.65*

Note- UW is used as a baseline to assess facilitation (+) and inhibition (-). PW =primary words; UW =unlikely words; A W=anoma-
lous words. *p < .01. **p < .05. tp < .10.

Table 3
Mean Lexical Decision Latency (L) in Milliseconds and Error Rate (E) for High-Dominant vs. All Other Sentence Completions

Presentation Rate (in Words per Second)

S* 4 12 20 28

L E L E L E L E L E

Primary Words

High-Dominant 553 .0 684 1.6 646 3.2 707 10.0 711 3.3
All Others 641 3.0 667 3.5 644 3.3 662 2.8 742 5.7

Primary Nonwords

High-Dominant 784 15.0 843 11.0 824 16.7 859 25.0 986 15.0
All Others 802 6.0 818 7.7 791 6.9 810 4.5 919 10.0

Note-Latencies presented are for the context condition only. For high-dominant sentence completions, p =.92 (n =12 sentences).
For all other sentence completions, .78 < P < .19 (n = 84 sentences). *Data for simultaneous presentation of context words from
Fischler and Bloom (1979).
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Table 4
Mean Lexical Decision Latency for Anomalous (AW) and Unlikely (UW) Words

Following Syntactically Simple vs. Complex Sentence Contexts

Presentation Rate (in Words per Second)

Type of
Simple Sentences Complex Sentences

Test 4 12 20 28 4 12 20 28

AW 859 825 748 809 796 812 707 703
UW 731 726 653 743 667 676 663 730
UW-AW -128 -99 -95 -66 -129 -136 -44 +27

t(l1) 3.54* l.72t 1.95** 1.01 2.43** 3.87* .79 .55

Note-Since the comparison of A Wand UW for a particular subset of sentences was between both subjects and test words, the
difference needed to be quite large to reach significance (see Appendix). *p < .01. **p < .05. tp < .10.

the test words, a reexamination of the sentences revealed
a number of sets that may have involved at least some
associative connections between particular words of the
context and the test word. (Compare, for example,
"He hit the nail into the WOOD" with "Billy hit his
sister on the HEAD.")

Thirty such sentences were identified by the experi
menters. The "associated" contexts showed no greater
facilitation than the "nonassociated" contexts for PW
trials at any rate; the largest difference in the facilitation
in the appropriate direction was 9 msec. For AW trials,
the "associated" contexts showed latencies somewhat
faster than those for "nonassociated" contexts at the
slowest rates, and they were essentially identical at the
two fastest rates. In summary, there was no evidence
that particular word associations influenced response
latency at any speed.

DISCUSSION

Presentation of a sentence context under RSVP
conditions has been shown to have systematic effects
on the ability to recognize words presented as comple
tions of that context with presentation rates of up to
28 wps. The major effect was that response time to
words that produced semantically anomalous sentences
was slower than that to words that produced acceptable
sentences at all presentation rates used. In contrast,
presentation of likely response words produced a mar
ginal facilitation, compared with unlikely but acceptable
words, at the two slower rates and none at all at the two
faster rates. The major difference between the present
RSVP data at the slower presentation rates and the
simultaneous condition of Fischler and Bloom (1979) is
that words that were very likely completions of the
sentence were here recognized no faster than were less
dominant primary words.

Several of the results suggest that attention is required
to process sentence contexts to the point at which
recognition of successive words can be affected. First,
facilitation for likely words was always accompanied by
an inhibition for anomalous test words. The presence of
costs along with benefits can be interpreted within the

Posner and Snyder (1975) theory as implying attentional
involvement in the processing of contexts. The persis
tence of inhibition in the absence of facilitation at the
faster presentation rates is also consistent with an
attentional interpretation. Neely (1977, p. 245) discussed
a similar temporal pattern for attentional effects with
single-word primes, and he argues that attentional
inhibition should develop more rapidly than does
attentional facilitation.

The absence of facilitation for the most likely test
words, even at the slowest rate, also suggests that the
dominance effect observed by Fischler and Bloom
(1979) was the result of an attentional process that was
effective only when the entire context could be inspected
for several seconds and the context overwhelmingly
suggested a particular test word. Anticipation of parti
cular words would be an inefficient strategy for a
skilled reader, since in normal prose, content words
are rarely very predictable and word recognition itself
is highly automated. Effects of predictability have also
been small or absent in other studies using RSVP proce
dures (Forster, 1970; also see Mitchell & Green, 1978).

If the processing of contexts demands attention, then
we should expect the capacity of the attentional system
in this task to be exceeded at some point. Two additional
aspects of the data suggest that at 28 wps, this point is
being reached. First, for both words and nonwords ,
latencies in the 28-wps condition were longer than those
at any of the slower rates. This change was not due to
less adequate alerting properties of the more rapidly
presented contexts, since no such change was observed
in the control condition. The presentation of the test
word immediately upon completion of the context
allowed for little of the postpresentation integrative or
reconstructive processing that may occur with RSVP
studies of sentence recall. The increased latency suggests
that the computation of the general meaning of the
sentence is beginning to lag the real-time presentation
rate at 28 wps. More support for this argument comes
from the fact that subjects with slower overall mean
latencies tended to show greater inhibition on AW
trials (r =+.58, P< .01).

We also observed that at 20 wps and particularly



at 28 wps, inhibition persisted for syntactically simple
sentences but not for syntactically complex ones.
Assuming that the complex sentences make more
demands on processing, this result also suggests that
the limits of sentence processing are being reached at
the fastest presentation rate.

So far, we have argued in favor of an attentional
involvement in sentence processing in this task. But
the inhibition of responding on which this argument
rests has two of the characteristics of automatic pro
cesses described by Posner and Snyder (1975): It is
elicited extremely rapidly, and it is relatively difficult to
avoid. The question, then, is whether this inhibition
could be explained as the result of an automatic process.
while conserving the distinction between automatic and
attentional mechanisms, as drawn by Posner and Snyder.

There are circumstances in which an automatic pro
cess can produce inhibition of certain types of responses
(Posner & Snyder, 1975). One example is the Stroop
interference effect, in which latency to name the color
of a printed word is slowed if the word is the name of
a different color (Dyer, 1973; see also Neill, 1977).
Here, the name of the color word is elicited automat
ically, and, despite any intentions to ignore the irrelevant
information, it interferes with production of the naming
response. The critical feature seems to be that the auto·
matically elicited response is a potentially correct
response in the task.

There are several reasons for supposing that the
inhibitory effects of sentence contexts are not analo
gous to these automatic interference effects. First, the
name of the colored word (or in some cases, words
associated to a color different from the correct one)
is a specific response elicited by that item, whereas the
range of words potentially inhibited by the sentence
context is very great-all those words not conserving the
context's meaning. Second, Stroop interference arises
because the required and the interfering responses are
incompatible; in contrast, the correct overt response is
the same for semantically anomalous and acceptable
words. Finally, if such an automatic interference were
occurring, a similar effect should be found for single
word primes at similar prime-test intervals. That is,
seeing the word "cat" should inhibit responding to
semantically unrelated words (e.g., "key") because
of interference with automatically elicited related words
such as "dog."

If the inhibition is not a form of interference from
particular responses that are automatically elicited, how
should it then be characterized? As suggested in the
introduction, we believe that the development of the
expectancies that lead to the inhibition of semantically
anomalous words has become, with a great deal of
experience, rapid and difficult to overcome. Rather than a
neat dichotomy between processes that require a limited,
conscious, central capacity and those that do not, the
application of the Posner and Snyder (1975) theory to
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tasks such as reading seems to call for a more continuous
model of how limited resources can be utilized more
efficiently with practice (Norman & Bobrow, 1975).
Many apparently "automatic" tasks can be shown to
involve attentional effort (Kahneman, 1973), and recent
work on divided attention suggests that two very com
plex tasks can be successfully carried out concurrently,
if sufficient practice is given (Spelke, Hirst, & Neisser,
1976).

The rapid accrual of semantic information has also
been demonstrated by others in a variety of paradigms
(e.g., Allport, 1977: Carr & Bacharach, 1976; Marcel &
Patterson, 1978), and it has been argued that the extrac·
tion of meaning from a stimulus may precede conscious
identification. Subjects given the fastest presentation
rates in the present study reported that they were rarely
able to fully comprehend the sentence context and
were able to identify only one or two words frol11 the
sequence.

Still, one might ask whether we are actually observing
"sentence processing" at these high rates, in view of the
subject reports. Estimates of the limits of sentence
processing speed depend, of course, on what kinds of
information the subject is required to utilize in the task.
Single words may be recognized with 50 msec or less of
effective visual exposure. Searching for a word in an
RSVP series is also quite efficient, with detection
accuracy above chance for rates of up to 35·40 wps
(Fischler, Note 3). The ability to discriminate the order
of presentation of two items in an RSVP series begins to
fail at about 10 wps, however (Lawrence, 1971). All
these rates are substantially faster than the rate at which
most readers feel comfortable in comprehending senten
ces and relating them to prior information, which is
about 300 wpm, or 5 wps.

Since at 28 wps, each word is displayed with an
onset asynchrony of 36 msec (18 msec on, 18 msec off),
one might suppose that the priming effects at this speed
are due simply to some additive combination of effects
of the individual words constituting the sentence. The
analysis of sentences with words associated to test words
produced latencies no different from those obtained
from other contexts, but we mentioned earlier the
possibility of activity from several words intersecting at
some memory location. This account can be rejected
for several reasons. First, such a process should produce
an automatic facilitation, and we found no evidence for
this. Second, if only word·to-word effects were present,
it is unclear why complexity at the sentential level,
which is characterized by the particular syntactic and
semantic structure of the sequence of words, should
differentially affect the size of contextual priming.
Third, the inhibition is of words anomalous to the
sentence meaning, which can be arbitrarily related to the
individual words of the sentence; it is hard to imagine a
strictly lexical priming process that would account for
the inhibition of noncorporeal words follOWing "Billy
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hit his sister on the ... :' While priming among particular
words within a sequence surely occurs (see Kleiman,
1977), it therefore seems to be an inadequate mecha
nism for explaining the present results.

The effects of semantic anomaly are therefore likely
to be produced at levels "deeper" than that needed for
individual word processing. Semantic effects of sentence
context on word recognition, particularly at the high
rates of presentation used here, would thus seem incom
patible with strictly hierarchical or "bottom-up" models
of sentence comprehension, in which the analysis of
meaning occurs at a final stage of processing. Over the
years, the notion that meaning plays a more concurrent
role in sentence perception has surfaced a number of
times (e.g., Pierce & Karlin, 1957), most recently as the
more fully interactive models of reading being realized
as computer simulations (e.g., Rumelhart, 1977). In
these models, stimulus information is used to construct
a "picture" of the message related by the sentence, with
various levels of analysis accumulating information in
parallel and the message being understood when enough
information becomes available across levels to uniquely
defme the message.

As Allport (1979) has pointed out, one major theo
retical choice to be made with such models is whether
the expectancies that develop as evidence accumulates
at various levels (e.g., Rumelhart's, 1977, "hypotheses"
in HEARSAY II) take the form of active predictions
that are consciously attended to (e.g., as in the work of
Reddy & Newell, 1974) or whether these expectancies
remain preattentive or "latent" (e.g., as in Reisbeck,
1975). Allport (1979) suggests that it would be more
efficient to have such expectancies remain latent,
pending confirmatory evidence, since otherwise they
would cause precisely the kind of inhibitory disruption
observed in our sentence-priming experiments.

We have suggested, however, that such a disruption
would be of value to the reader, as a signal that per
ception or comprehension has failed, and that some
reanalysis is called for. Disruption caused by semantic
anomaly was also clearly seen when subjects were
allowed to pace the presentation of prose given in three
word chunks (Mitchell & Green, 1978). Semantically
anomalous word completions also cause a unique pattern
in brain potentials, discernible as early as 200 msec from
the onset of the anomalous word (Kutas & Hillyard, in
press). Moreover, the expectancies regarding particular
words, which with material of normal redundancy would
be quite disruptive, are just the ones that subjects seem
to avoid developing. Our results suggest that the expec
tancies related to sentence meaning are best charac
terized as "active" in the sense of requiring attentional
resources, but "latent" in the sense of not being con
sciously directed or perceived. Awareness of expectancies
is produced largely when they are disconfirmed.

A final question concerns the applicability of the data
derived from the RSVP paradigm to normal reading
conditions. RSVP is not particularly disruptive of

comprehension; in fact, Potter et al. (in press) have
shown recall and comprehension of RSVP contexts to
be somewhat better than that for simultaneously pre
sented contexts read for equal amounts of time. The
RSVP procedure does apparently alter certain aspects
of sentence processing, as evidenced by the absence of
the dominance effect observed by Fischler and Bloom
(1979) for any presentation rate here. But, as we have
argued, the role of dominance may not be significant in
normal reading, and we concur with Potter et al. that
RSVP processing is similar in essential respects to that
which occurs in normal reading.

In summary, our experiments on sentence contexts
indicate that they have systematic effects on the ability
to recognize a word as a word, that these effects can be
interpreted less as a facilitation of particularly likely
words than as an inhibition of semantically inappro
priate words, and that this inhibition is apparently
generated very rapidly. The speeds at which contextual
effects were obtained suggests that the general meaning
ofa sentence can be obtained and used to direct attention
with little apparent effort or conscious comprehension.
At least some aspects of sentence processing, then, are
able to keep pace with rapid word recognition as high
levels of reading skill develop.
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APPENDIX

Sentences Rated as Syntactically Simple
(I) The hungry bear found some stale bread. (2) The death

of his dog was a great shock. (3) Billy hit his sister on the head.
(4) He drove the nail into the wood. (5) Lois is talier than most
girls. (6) Plants will not grow in dry soil. (7) He mailed the letter
without a stamp. (8) Jim had learned the special passage by
heart. (9) In the flIst space enter your name. (l0) They rested
under a tree in the shade. (11) He bought them in the candy
store. (12) She called her husband at his office.

Sentences Rated as Syntactically Complex
(I) Three people were killed in a major highway accident.

(2) The judge warned about the dangers of drinking. (3) The
person who caught the thief deserves our thanks. (4) The surgeon
tried vainly to save his patient. (5) The car stalled because the
engine failed to start. (6) Rushing out he forgot to take his coat.
(7) They wanted their parents to come home. (8) The surface
of the water was nice and smooth. (9) George could not believe
his son stole a car. (10) The storm made the air damp and cold.
(11) Few had the nerve to take the needed shot. (12) The
police had never seen a man so drunk.
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